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Frederick Charles has written his accounts of dreams that have occurred for him in both the

natural world and the ones that have transported him to the Astral Plane and beyond. These

fascinating and truthful accounts of his dreams are such that upon reading, one can fully

understand what dreams are and can relate fully to his accounts. He believes truly that

because and through these enthralling, mesmerizing and often inexplicable dreams, the

dreamer is taken to strange realms that one hasn't thought about, has come in contact with

situations that are unbelievable and the dreamer can get in touch with the inner spirituality that

is bestowed in them and create a captivating and entrenched belief in Angels.

About the AuthorFrederick Charles is an Actor, Life Coach and Motivational Speaker. He is

intelligent, burns with passion and enthusiasm and talent. He enjoys meditation and relaxation.

His book chronicles his quest to evolve spiritually.--This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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The Unconscious Mind is the Mine of Infinite KnowledgeKnowledge has Sixteen

DimensionsFrederick Charles is an actor, life coach and motivational speaker. Brimming with

confidence, he is intelligent, disarming, passionate and inspiring all at once. His infectious

enthusiasm for all forms of communication and understanding is aided by his enjoyment of

meditation and relaxation, enabling him to evolve spiritually. This book chronicles his journey to

a deeper spiritual state and leaves one in no doubt that ‘author’ can be added to his long list of

talents.Thanks to my wonderful family for their steadfast support and encouragement.Thanks

to all the great teachers out there for their invaluable instruction and guidance.Thanks to the

magical universe for lighting the way on my spiritual journey.Thanks to the lovely
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BoxIntroductionI, Frederick Charles, have written my accounts of dreams that have occurred

for me in both the natural world and the ones that have transported me to the Astral Plane and



beyond. These fascinating and truthful accounts of my dreams are such that upon reading, one

can fully understand what dreams are and can relate fully to one’s accounts. I truly believe that

because and through these enthralling, mesmerizing and often inexplicable dreams, the

dreamer is taken to strange realms that one hasn't thought about, has come in contact with

situations that are unbelievable and the dreamer can get in touch with the inner spirituality that

is bestowed upon them and create a captivating and entrenched belief in Angels.They say that

the knowledge of the world is hidden within our dreams. A cosmic dream, which is also known

as the epic dream or a psychic dream, can essentially be considered as the portal that

connects the waking and dreaming consciousness. The cosmic dreams enable us to

experience two landscapes at once; the inner reality and the outer reality which can also be

referred to as the world as we know it on a personal level, and an unseen cosmic world.

Cosmic dreaming is a deep spiritual encounter which transmits an experience of the world and

the self directly as participants in a totality. Cosmic dreams are capable of going beyond the

personal concerns and into the events or perhaps the issues which are occurring on a much

greater level. Since cosmic dreams have the power to connect us to humanity as well as

nature, these are the greatest most reliable source of information regarding estrangement,

either from one’s own self or perhaps his surroundings and nature. This is how cosmic dreams

are quickly shaping into a source for global healing. Cosmic dreams can simply be considered

as a blend of science, knowledge, and spirit.The importance of dreams is depicted in the fact

that they are essentially one’s thoughts. Dreams can essentially be considered a process of

thinking. As a matter of fact, dreaming is a process of thinking with an elevated level of

concentration, focus, and depth. Think about it, once you turn off the lights and fall asleep,

there is nothing to hinder the process of thinking since the rest of the world has been shut out.

With no distractions whatsoever, dreaming is a more focused and deeper process of thinking

as compared to the one that you utilize when you are awake.There is no better way to reach

out to your soul and let it communicate with you than cosmic dreams. Dreams are essentially a

subtle manner of your subconscious speaking to you. Even if you fail to remember what you

dreamt about last night, it is next to impossible that you didn’t have a dream in the first place.

There are some dreams that you vividly remember and are able to interpret, then there are a

few which are foggy as soon as you wake up and sometimes don’t make a lot of sense, and

then lastly, the kind that is almost completely erased from the memory as soon as you wake

up.There is no argument over the fact that cosmic dreams help a great deal in letting you

understand who you are and what is happening in your life. This is why it’s important to work in

association with your dreams since they can turn out to be an impeccable source of the advice,

direction, and guidance. Acknowledging your cosmic dreams and listening to them closely

certainly is a great way of communicating with your body and soul.Despite how strange it may

sound, dreams are a great way of solving problems and mysteries as well. It has now been

scientifically proven that focusing on a problem before sleeping in order to store it in the

subconscious can actually lead to a dream that solves the mystery or the problem for you.

Experiments have already proven that having cosmic dreams which contain a solution to a

problem or a mystery that one has been experiencing is a common phenomenon. There is no

argument over the fact that tapping into the power of cosmic dreams can essentially provide a

huge resource of knowledge and information not only about yourself but about your

surroundings as well.With the utilization of a process commonly referred to as dream

incubation, it is possible for an individual to make his dreams act as a teacher, a mentor, or a

guide that provides answers to his life queries. In simpler words, it is absolutely possible to pre-

program your dreams in order to make them address the issues or concerns of your real life



and maybe even come up with a workable solution for you. You can harness the power of your

dreams to create the reality you want to experience.But that is all just the beginning of it.

Dreams have a lot more to offer than that. And if you have been ignoring the messages that

you have been receiving in your dreams, you are missing out on a lot. Fortunately, though, I

have summed up everything that you need to know about cosmic dreaming in my latest

addition to literature, Angels, Dreams and Messages. It is essentially a detailed account of

cosmic dreaming over the years. My book can help you unlock the secrets that reside within

you through the power of your dreams. It will help you in finding about the unsolved mysteries

that trouble you at night, the images that revolve in your unconscious, your innermost desires,

your aspirations and yourself. It will help in knowing what your dreams are saying to you and

what they mean for you.I would highly recommend Leila Bright’s Teach Yourself Dream

Interpretation, published by Hodder & Stoughton in 1999, as a companion for my chronicles if

you’re taking your first steps into the bigger world of dreams.Those of you already in touch with

your creative sides (we all have one!) will likely have used dreams to inform artistic

endeavours: paintings, songs, writing. Dreams can unlock infinite creativity and potential.You

can dream your way to finding solutions to problems. These include the path to your soul mate

which will release the ultimate and natural state of happiness.TransitionIn that unconscious

transportation that the tide of dreams take you on, I found myself sat at the rear of a great hall

amid an assembly of people. My focus was immovably fixed to the front where an elder stood

engaged in vehement speech. His animated bearing and fiery conviction carried the words

about the room with a weight and intensity that stirred me in my seat. And with the stirring of a

fire that could not be contained, I rose to echo the words beyond the four walls.The tide

changed.The hour was late and the rain unrelenting. She walked to and fro on the street

proclaiming the love of God. Inaudible words were spoken to her, and those very words

resonated with my own heart. She and I both shared the same passion. The word ‘God’ was

written on a banner that she held boldly. A quietness hung over the road which was every now

and again interrupted by the driving of a car. As she stood by a red telephone box, a message

came to her on the airs of the night that spoke to her heart and mine and rang in both our

souls. He was pleased, the message spoke. The woman and I were the same being and He

dwelt within us both.The scene changed.I stood in a hidden desert as ribbons of light streamed

down upon the earth. Before me was a beautiful lake that resided in the midst of an oasis

dotted with palm trees. I was not alone. Two ministers had been invited. I entered the lake and

proceeded across to the centre to await further instruction. I shifted my eyes skyward where a

spacecraft hovered. Suddenly, a hatch underneath the craft opened and emitted a bright light

from which a group of objects descended; three small planks of wood, each loosely connected

to the end of a weighty chain. Puzzled, I watched as the planks hung suspended in front of me.

Soon after, a telepathic instruction came to me to sit on the wood. I voiced concern that I would

fall, but the instructor told me to have faith. As I took a seat on the wood, a force like that of

strong magnetic pull fastened me to it and the chain began to ascend. With the thrill of 18 a

child on a ride, I began my flight through the skies.We stopped beneath the clouds, then the

instructor spoke again and said we would drop into the lake and be taken to heaven. “How

could I survive under water?” I asked the instructor, and he replied, “Have faith.” I remained

calm. Suddenly the chain was released and we plummeted. I knew my limitations; I was about

to encounter death. I held my breath moments before impact. We plunged into the lake and

continued to descend. I could no longer hold my breath. Then finally, finally when I felt like

crying out, I released my breath and was breathing like a fish. I could not hold my excitement,

the only thing I could do was laugh and play. I was indeed on the greatest ride of my life. Faces



were rising towards me from the deep, bombarding me with rays of light. I could feel the

intense love as they raced past me. I saw a pale light and the light grew brighter; I was on my

way to a beautiful place. The light enveloped me and I suddenly became displaced.The scene

changed.The ministers and I rode on the back seats of a futuristic flying convertible. In that

moment I felt a sensation of unbridled freedom like a bird emancipated from caged captivity. I

was no longer confined and my wings, bruised from the beating of the bars of life, unfurled

restored. I knew the ministers felt the same way; they, like myself, had left behind old pains and

all the troubles that came with their shrinking cages. I was a bird that soared, no longer

physical but ethereal and expansive. My feathers spanned across the skies and I listened to

the beating of my powerful wings. No painting could depict a more breathtaking landscape; a

beautiful realm of refuge from the struggles of life.My angel, who had established a telepathic

connection with me since my journey’s genesis, navigated from the driver’s seat and laid

friendly watch over me as he drove. He took the form of a mechanic, wearing a white short-

sleeved top and baggy blue jeans supported by red braces. The convertible was running well

and I sensed it was regularly serviced by skilful hands.The flying car stopped in the sky; I had

not seen such better days, if days existed in this place at all. A giant blue humanoid was visible

far on the horizon. I pondered on whether he was the one who had touched my body and spirit

and made me see where the treasure lay. This place was his, which I had embraced. It was

God, but this was more than a dream because I could not dream a dream so real. My body

was penetrated with crystal blue rays of light, going deeper to hidden places; I craved for this

feeling to never stop. God was exercising on a cloud, building muscle like an athlete. I was

seeing something every spectator wanted to see; God training at home. I wanted to stand and

shout for joy, I wanted to return to Earth and see my mother to tell her I had seen God.A

message was transmitted by telepathy; I turned to the angel and looked into his eyes. With a

voice that was loud and clear, he said that God was infinite. The sound of his words was like a

loud signal that rose steadily in my mind. I listened attentively to his teaching. My prayers had

to fly, he said, had to fly past his face to get his attention, the attention of God. Suddenly I

became displaced and instantly appeared at the side of God’s left ear. God was taller than the

tallest building in the world; this world was his home and the cloud was his special place. I

looked to the side of his face; he did not seem to notice me, but offered me the opportunity to

watch the practice. I think I would have been afraid had he turned and watched me as I played;

like a child, I was fascinated and curious about this extraordinary experience. I saw a picture in

my mind, a picture of a baseball bat hitting a ball; the ball darted high and flew past God’s face.

The instructor spoke again, and said I had to exercise my spiritual muscle, then pray and hit a

home run.God stretched out his arms and was fully aligned, there was no springboard and no

limit was set. Then it was take-off; God leapt into the sky and perfectly executed a world-record

dive.I found myself inside the convertible again. God’s dive was truly a wonder to behold. The

ground materialised beneath us as we descended. My excitement was high, having seen God

and the angels. In a moment the convertible ascended and we were in the skies again. Soon

after, we alighted from the convertible and my angel began to guide away the ministers and

me. Standing on a stretch of green grass, we stood at the foot of a winding river that sparkled

brilliantly in the light. I wondered why the angel had brought me here. Was I being told that the

river was me? I felt he was telling me that I was alive like the river, flowing freely to where I

wanted to go and creating new river streams of my own. I had a question for the angel that

would satisfy my soul: Could I submerge my head for a lengthy period of time? The angel

replied with that signal into my mind; he said I could not stay under for a long time, but I would

never die.The ministers and I boarded the flying car along with the angel who guided us. The



car shot up suddenly like a rocket, breaking through the layers of gasses in the atmosphere.

We travelled faster as we ascended higher, perhaps moving faster than the speed of light. The

country was a universe and the universe was infinite. There was a sudden flash of light and I

became displaced.The scene changed.The ministers, the angel and I stood in a grand and

majestic hallway amidst a bustling environment. People of all races were highly motivated and

working to peak performance, going to and fro, and moving up and down escalators. There

was complete harmony; the atmosphere made up with layers of love. I rotated like a

photographer eager to capture pictures of this place of beauty. Technology and nature were in

harmony. This was a place of creativity and stunning architecture; I had never seen anything

like this. A wonderful piece of music was playing; I noticed how the tune kept repeating. It was

as if I were a child once more having fun in an amusement park. It was a spectacular building

and a magical place full of wonder.We followed the angel along the hallway and turned right

through automatic bi-parting doors. We entered into a large room and before us was a

rectangular glass panel. For a moment I observed the scene around me. I had seen this place

before; in photographs and postcards, in memories from my life on Earth. Far beyond the vast

green fields, at the end of the valleys stood an enormous mountain in the open sky – a snow-

topped mountain, tall and wide. There was no other place as spectacularly vivid and real as

this. I noticed people dressed in white garments watching me. I brought my attention back to

the panel and began to approach to view it.I stopped short as the automatic doors opened and

turned around. A tall, handsome and stone-faced angel had walked through the doors. He wore

a light grey suit, white shirt and tie. It was a contemporary fit for an angel, with a style all of his

own. He approached me and captured my entire attention. His presence was spoken loudly. It

was the presence of a voice I wanted to hear. He was an extraordinary man who held a high

office in this great country. He shook my hand and put his arm over my shoulder. He walked me

towards the panel and gestured a graceful hand towards it. It was the window to the soul. He

spoke into my mind words that would forever be captured in this time. I looked into his eyes as

he looked into mine. His words came smooth and strong. “This is heaven.”The mechanic angel

quickly led me back outside. I wondered what was happening and he identified that there was a

fault with the convertible. I was determined to help in some way and assisted him in repairing

the fault. The problem was soon rectified: “Hooray” we screamed in jubilation. We returned to

the room to continue our journey with the stone-faced angel.The angel and I walked across the

room and stopped in front of a blanket. The angels that were gathered together in the room

watched me, intrigued. I noticed the variety of shapes on the floor in front of them, and these

objects were laid upon the blanket. Each object had a number. They looked like lottery

numbers and I sensed they were the winning numbers. I was overjoyed. I could not believe my

eyes; I was going to be a lottery winner! My only thought then was to play these numbers when

I woke up and remember to do so. I thought about how I was going to win big and the amazing

transformation my life would undergo.I turned around and saw the ministers leaving, heading

for the elevator. The excitement was so great I had forgotten they were even there. The doors

opened and they went inside. The ministers who were invited to take this journey with me, a

journey into this great country, were returning to Earth.Universal AngelsWe were caught in a

spiralling darkness as the airplane fell out of control. The passengers and I were afraid. We

saw flashes of impending doom, no help would come anytime soon. I stood in the aisle tightly

clutching the seats beside me and willed the moment to change. The course of my flight, I saw,

had been in control of a corrupt pilot who, holding the tiller that steered my destiny, toyed with

me like a video game. In a clash of minds I fought to gain back some high ground and the

airplane soon came under control and stabilized. We held. The flight looked good as we



continued towards our destination. The airfield was close.The scene changed.I found myself

standing alone near an airfield. It was daytime. I looked straight ahead towards the runway,

waiting patiently to see what would come next. I felt this place had a story to tell. An object

suddenly appeared in my peripheral view, so I looked skyward. It was a spacecraft flying

horizontally through the sky. My eyes panned down the belly of the craft and my memory

captured its intricate details as it hovered along. Below its two giant propellers, a marble-

crafted artwork of angels appeared. I did not understand its meaning. A globe was held in

place by four giant angels who were suspending it in space.Suddenly the globe slipped

through the angels’ arms; the globe, I discerned, the angels had carried since the beginning of

time. It crashed down onto the empty runway. I shielded my eyes at the moment of impact. A

cloud of debris erupted along the runway and passed me. A globe once held safe in the arms

of the angels had been abandoned and shattered into tiny little pieces. The cloud of destruction

had filled the land. Shock and confusion filled my mind; what was the meaning of this sign? A

sympathetic voice spoke into my mind and said that I should not fear, for everything would be

fine.Acres of GoldIn the time of the middle ages, the taxes were high and the farmers found it

hard to plough. I was a poor farmer. The things I owned lay in the cart and my hard-working

donkey had borne the brunt of ploughing the rock-hard ground. There was no livelihood; my

condition was growing worse.The journey started early. My donkey and I traced across farms

and cut across fields. The past was behind me and there was no turning back. My voyage to

the new land was the future ahead.My donkey and I came upon a bridge and we crossed over.

We came to a meadow and trotted along. Suddenly, I had a vision of kings who appeared

pleasant and sincere. After the vision, I received a message that the kings I saw were no better

than the king who had dominion in the land I left. I became displaced and appeared on an

ethereal plane high above the lands.Lightning struck and rain fell. I was among the clouds and

stared down onto what appeared to be a red biosphere. The rain fell on what I recognised to be

a red two-dimensional map. The thin clouds that lingered over the map parted. Across the red

exterior was a word written in white that revealed the name of the place depicted on the map.

The word then transformed and “Fertile” appeared.I was thrilled when I found myself on the

field. I was back on my farm with an almost enlightened disposition. I shook hands with my

neighbour and we made peace with our mutual discord. And as our discord crumbled, so did

my indigence.Second LifeMy glorious reign was at an end; this was the law and the way it was

done. In a chamber, I was locked in a world of thought. I drew deep breaths and protested with

myself: why should I abdicate? Why pass my crown on and leave my throne bare to be forever

banished from the realm I had served?Throughout the years, I had served without spot or

wrinkle. It seemed a silly law to leave a position I had faithfully served and disappear. I felt like I

arrived at an insurmountable wall that hindered me moving forward, just like my predecessors

before me. There was no moving forward, only falling backward. There was nothing I could do

but to follow the course. This unjust law that was enforced from one generation to the next, was

a law established to imprison great kings.I sat on my royal throne dressed in lavish fine robes

in a vast array of colours. The great chamber was framed with thick Corinthian pillars of white

marble decorated with precious stones, and the walls were adorned with intricately designed

carpets woven from the finest fabric in the kingdom.The great chamber was filled with the

splendour of wealth displayed for all to see. The royal musicians strung together heavenly

tunes and the fire jugglers entertained the great people and me.The great people were invited

from across the realm to bear witness to the great riches and majesty of all I had achieved

throughout my reign. I watched myself sit on my throne.The royal household stewards, the

officials and chamberlain were also in attendance. The smell of incense and a great



abundance of sensual spices were not sufficient to distract me from my puzzlement nor fill me

with joy.The scene changed.His arms were crossed with a weighty axe in hand. He wore a

black mask and was heavily built. I was watching myself from the ethereal field, kneeling, the

surrendering king, in front of him, the executioner, and a black stone block.The king and I were

one. Now moments away from the end of my reign. I put my head on the block. My life was

about to end and I could not understand why this had to be. He swung his axe above his head,

then suddenly withheld from cutting my head; my life was spared and my royal crown

stayed.The scene changed.I was walking through the palace hallway and going about my royal

duties. I was the king and I was not the king. I observed the king from the ethereal field;

standing beside one of the looming columns and watching. I was watching my eldest son. He

was dark and mysterious and carried a short spear.He approached his younger, gentle brother

who was dressed in sheepskin. He had golden hair and wore a bow with a quiver of arrows on

his back. The older son wanted my throne and attempted to poison his younger brother against

me. His brother refused, with the words “I will not go against the will of my father.” He pleased

me, my youngest son. My son, a hunter and a wise man, was truly great. He upheld the

change in the law of the land; not even his older brother could corrupt his mind. This was my

son, my son who was free.My eldest son became furious that my gentle son, his brother, had

walked away. He thrust his spear into him; his anger had overtaken his hand. I was in complete

shock. My youngest son was gone, slain by his brother in a fit of rage.The king and I became

as one again and I approached my rebellious, traitorous son and unsheathed my sword; we

fought a fierce battle, my son and I. He could not keep up as I manoeuvred my sword with

precision; my rebellious son could not endure the swiftness of my movements and I disarmed

him. Silence.Complete silence. My sword stood tall against his throat; I was about to cut, but I

stopped and walked away, like his younger brother, my good son, had done moments

before.He surged at me, my son, his sword stretched towards me, but I quickly turned and

thrust my sword into him first. My rebel son was dead.
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L. E.  Hewitt, “Five Stars. Prompt service”

The book by Frederick Charles has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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